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ABOUT MORENA
Italian born and bred, Morena

is the kind of girl who would

rather have paint on her

fingers than get a manicure.

The daughter of two DIYers, she

and her husband strive to pass

the tradition and value of

handmade to their four

children. Morena’s passion is

using thrifted and

inexpensive finds to craft

designer inspired creations,

and she excels in creating

colorful, bold pieces. As a

former teacher, her site is

like her virtual classroom.

 She is on several design

teams, including DecoArt,

Live.Craft.Love by Darice,

Fairfield World, Goodwill SA,

Walnut Hollow, and Xyron.
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I've dubbed my style "retro bold" because I love all things

shabby and vintage, but with bright colors added. I enjoy

creating home decor items and crafting on a budget.  My target

audience is primarily women of all ages. I started my site in

2012, and I have developed working relationships with all the

major craft brands, such as Plaid, DecoArt, and Darice, as well

as having done campaigns for stores such as Michael's Craft

Stores and Goodwill Enterprises. I've made several local

television appearances to teach craft techniques, and I co-

hosted San Antonio's Etsy Craft Party. In the Fall of 2016 I will

be a featured speaker at the San Antonio Home and Garden Show.

 I enjoy teaching others how to craft and how to become makers.

MONTHLY TRAFFIC: 60,000+ VIEWS PER MONTH

MONTHLY USERS: 25,000+ PER MONTH



Services

COLLABORATIONS

Sponsored posts start at $150. I can

produce original projects using your

products and provide full tutorials.

Video tutorials are also available. I am

available for make & takes, speaking

engagements and craft parties. Please

contact for rates.

I am currently or have worked in the past on design teams for the following

companies:  DecoArt, Live.Craft.Love by Darice, Fairfield World, Goodwill SA,

Walnut Hollow, Xyron, Blitsy.com, Consumer Crafts, Dollar Store Crafts, Plaid

Crafts, and Darby Smart.

I have appeared on Good Morning SA, San Antonio Living, and SA Live.  I filmed a

commercial for Goodwill San Antonio. I worked with the San Antonio Parks

Foundation to promote and provide a crafting booth for their Fiesta event.  I will

be a featured speaker at the Fall 2016 San Antonio Home and Garden Show.


